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Abstract Granulation of information is a new way to
describe the increased complexity of natural phenomena.
The lack of clear borders in nature calls for a more
efficient way to process such data. Land use both in
general but also as perceived in satellite images is a
typical example of data that are inherently not clearly
delimited. A granular neural network (GNN) approach
is used here to facilitate land use classification. The
GNN model used combines membership functions of
spectral as well as non-spectral spatial information to
produce land use categories. Spectral information refers
to IRS satellite image bands and non-spectral data are
here of topographic nature, namely slope, aspect and
elevation. The processing is done through a standard
neural network trained by back-propagation learning
algorithm. A thorough presentation of the results is gi-
ven in order to evaluate the merits of this method.

Keywords Geographical information systems Æ
Granular neural networks Æ Computational
intelligence Æ Fuzzy sets Æ Land use Æ Remote sensing

1 Introduction

Spatial data are inherently fuzzy. Rare are there cases
when we are able to precisely delineate natural borders
on earth’s surface. A common example is land use.
Usually the transition of a land use to an adjacent one is
not over a strict and clear border, rather it involves a
transition zone where land uses are gradually diffused
together. To clarify this lets use the example of urban
and agricultural land uses. Urban areas usually are
surrounded by a transitional zone where there are some

urban evidence like structures, roads and so on but
progressively, as we move further away, the density of
them is becoming less and less compared to agricultural
area until agricultural is dominant. Even when not in a
border area between uses, land uses exhibit fuzziness. In
many instances there is no such thing as pure land use.
Urban areas contain a bit of green areas and parks,
agricultural land contain man made structures such as
buildings, roads and electricity installations. When hu-
man photo-interpreters try to perform the task of clas-
sification of a aerial or satellite image its is common
practice to adopt a rule such as if more than A% of total
area is covered by man made structures category is ur-
ban else category is agriculture. When performing the
same task on a computer with automated classification
one faces the same problem. If only pure instances of
each land use are used the model might not be able to
generalize enough and miss significant portion of areas
that are considered to belong in this class (Bernard et al
[4] ). This has to do with a second source of fuzziness in
the classification of satellite images. Those images are a
sampling method of earth’s surface. Each pixel repre-
sents the average value of possibly more than one land
use. It could be stated that in those cases of mixed pixels
more than one land use participates with ranging degrees
of membership.

What is also true about spatial data is that they tend
to cluster together following a phenomenon known as
spatial autocorrelation. Things that are close are ex-
pected to be more alike than those further away. Spatial
data is organized in granules. Automated computer
based image segmentation techniques are excellent in
exploiting this property to unsupervised classify, without
any input knowledge, a satellite image. At the same time
when sampling for spatial data it is common practice to
ensure that samples are spread enough because adjacent
samples are considered not to be contributing new
information. In other words, if this samples were miss-
ing, no information loss would occur because nearby
points would cover up. Studying spatial data in granules
has also the merit of hiding unwanted complexity.
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Especially with resent availability of commercial high-
resolution satellite images this last characteristic could
be proven very helpful. The problem of classification is
shifting from pixel by pixel classification to context
classification. A LANDSAT image for example, with
100-meter pixel size, normally contains a mixture of land
uses, hiding complexity and providing a single average
pixel value. On an IKONOS image, one-meter spatial
resolution, the problem is that there are to many pixels.
To classify an area, say a building block, as urban, one
has to incorporate pixels that might belong to classes
forest, urban, derelict land and so on. Information
granulation is desirable in order for any image seg-
mentation method to adequately aggregate pixels of the
same class.

The complexity of land use classification problem
invited early investigations of new methods able to
handle large volumes of diverse information. Some
characteristics of neural networks (NNs) drew the
attention of researchers of image segmentation. First,
the suggestion, known as Kolmogorov theorem, that any
function, regardless of complexity, can be represented by
a neural network having one hidden layer (Atkinson et
al. [1]). Thus, NN classification techniques are expected
to perform better compared to standard statistical
methods given the ability to model more complex deci-
sion surfaces (Keiner et al. [14]). In contrast to standard
statistical methods, NNs make no assumptions regard-
ing the shape of those surfaces (Decatur [11]). Instead,
their shape is determined by subsequent approximations
aiming to minimize resulting error.

Furthermore, it is believed Lippmann [15] that the
incorporation of NN techniques has grater power in
scientific fields were the concurrent evaluation of many
parameters is required. In these areas current methods
fail to adequately approximate human decision-making.
Although it is possible to fetch a number of examples of
the classification task at hand, it is not possible to form a
detailed sequence of logical and mathematically struc-
tured steps resulting to the correct answer Hecht -
Nielsen [12]. A classic example of such an ill-structured
problem is image classification which is relatively easy to
perform for trained humans but excessively difficult for
computerized methods.

In addition, because of the distributed nature of NNs,
the processing is not committed to a single decision path.
If error enters the system the weights are trained to ig-
nore it. Error is inherent to spatial data. In contrast to
for example stock market data, geographical data are
open to much more sources of error. This stems from
measurement errors or it can be sampling error due to
scale to name but a few factors. What is correct in one
scale is not in another and scale mismatch is always a
problem in geographical data. The fault tolerance of
NNs (Bischof et al. [7]) is expected to be beneficial on
geographical data.

Moreover, the use of contextual information requires
sophisticated methods. Spectral information by-it-self
is not enough in complex morphology. Introducing

context information is desirable because data can be
separated to classes that would be impossible by solely
spectral information (Chen et al. [8],. Short [18]). Stan-
dard methods are not well suited to the incorporation of
contextual information (Benediktsson et al. [3]) in the
process of image classification because context infor-
mation does not always follow a statistical distribution.
It can be nominal such as a soil map or exhibit different
reliability degrees. Digital elevation model, slope and
aspect data are commonly used as contextual data. In
the case of nominal data, linguistic terms are use. They
can be tags of the data such as the type of soil or land
use but can also be quality terms such as good, medium,
high referring to some property say density of vegeta-
tion.

Spatial information as evident on a satellite image is
by nature fuzzy, self-organizing in granules. Context
information is very useful to broaden decision space of
classification. The problem is that in many cases is not
numeric. Even if it is numeric, due to several sources of
spatial and temporal error it is best that a degree of
uncertainty is attached to them. Anyone involved to the
satellite image classification problem is faced at one
point or an other with the issue of selecting numerical
thresholds. Since natural phenomena and land cover
classes in specific tend to be inherently fuzzy those are
hard to determine. Land cover borders are not well de-
fined and in essence it is not possible to select a value
representing a clear limit between to categories. This
realization clearly calls for a better model to describe
that type of phenomena. One of the grate features of
NNs is that estimates are made directly on the data, we
don’t have to select numerical values expressed as rules.
Despite that fact other stages of NN processing such as
encoding and decoding require clear numerical selec-
tions. Granular Neural Networks (Petdrycz et al. [16]) is
promising because it diminishes some NN limitations
while maintaining most if not all the beneficial features
of them. The following case study is based on data
collected in the context of a doctorate research. The
same data is used here to implement the GNN approach
in order to gain a better understanding using a data set
we feel very familiar with.

In this study we aim to combine fuzzy sets with neural
networks to solve a typical image segmentation problem.
As the point of departure to previous work we try to
incorporate fuzzy sets theory in the process of classifi-
cation it self. That is to say we do not use membership
functions to only explain neural network output. We use
fuzzy sets as a way to map input vector and present
membership functions to the network hiding the com-
plexity of actual values. Membership functions are
processed and outputted by the network. Thus the po-
tential of information granulation in satellite image
classification is fully exploited.

In the following chapters we present the concept of
computational intelligence. Chapter 2 establishes the
theoretical framework of Granular Neural Networks. In
chapter 3 we try to see the Granular Neural Network
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approach under the spectrum of spatial data. To gain a
better understanding of the ability to address spatial
data processing using GNN techniques a case study is
presented in chapter 4. The data used as well as the
granular neural network method is described. Following
that the results are sited in chapter 5 to evaluate the
approach. Finally, chapter 6 elaborates the overall
conclusions and directions for further research.

2 Granular neural networks

2.1 Information granulation

Fuzzy sets, rough sets and shadowed sets are some of
the models used to granulate information (Pedrydz et
al. [16]; Pedrydz et al. [17]). Fuzzy sets were selected in
this study as the means to represent information clus-
ters. Each fuzzy set is an example of an information
granule with a well-defined semantics. The size of the
information granule is clearly linked with the character
of the membership function. For instance, by changing
(decreasing or increasing) a spread of a Gaussian
membership function, we can model a size of the
granule and make it more general (abstract) or specific
(detailed). The granularity of information helps devel-
op a model that is optimized with regard to its gen-
erality, development effort, and computational
capabilities.

An important feature of the resulting fuzzy decision
(D) comes with a level of its relevancy that directly re-
flects an extent to which the goal and constraint are in
competition. The height of D indicates whether these
two objectives are feasible to satisfy; if this height goes
down, this points at the rising conflict where the goal
and constraint become almost mutually exclusive.

Fuzzy sets are commonly represented as bell-shaped,
triangular or trapezoidal depending on the phenomenon
under investigation. Although difficult to explicitly jus-
tify fuzzy shape selection for land use classification, it
seams that bell-shape sets better approximate the tran-
sition of one land use to on other.

2.2 Rule base

The inference mechanism helps us compute the output
of the system on a basis of rules provided in advance and
a given new input datum that describes a current state of
the system. Rules can be created directly from the data
and it is also possible to edit them in order to incorpo-
rate prior knowledge if desired. Let us briefly elaborate
on the main architectural components and then move on
to the associated processing phases.

The backbone of the architectural components, the
underlying reasoning scheme, dwells on information
granules – fuzzy sets that are regarded as generic
building blocks. Subsequently, all transformations and

relationships between fuzzy sets are used to carry out
inferences (that are utilized to compute results of infer-
ences). The rules describe the input-output mapping that
comes in the following form:

if input var1 is Ai and input var2 is Bi and::: and

input varn is Zi then output is Di

with Ai, Bi etc being fuzzy sets defined in the corre-
sponding input spaces.
If we consider a center of gravity method (which is quite
common), then the output of the inference scheme

y ¼

P

all rules

wici
P

all rules

wi

where wi is a degree of activation of the condition
of the rule for the given input x. These computa-
tions are straightforward: we determine a degree of
extent to which each subcondition of the rule is
invoked (computed as Ai(x1), Bi(x2)...etc.) and the
degrees are combined and-wise (e.g., using a product
or min operation). The value of ci denotes a numeric
representative of the fuzzy set standing in the con-
clusion part of the rule (such representative could be
a modal value of the respective membership func-
tion).

The optimization of the inference mechanism in-
volves a number of parameters. The most essential
concern a collection of rules and a family of fuzzy
sets defined for each input and output variables. The
optimization can be carried out in many different
ways. The standard approach gradient-based learning
(quite often a sort of a backpropagation algorithm).
In case of structural optimization (forming the rules),
it is convenient to exploit techniques of genetic
optimization (genetic algorithms or genetic program-
ming).

The number of rules depends upon the number of
the input variables as well as fuzzy sets defined in each
input (that directly relates to the specificity of granu-
lation occurring therein). As the size of the rule-base
could be quite high, it becomes prudent to restructure
the reasoning system by forming a hierarchy of rules.
The ranking of the rules is based on their importance
in contributing to the output. Pruning can be done
without any loss of classification accuracy because
some rules make minor contribution. Pruning can also
result to shortening the rules by deleting linguistic
terms that are not contributing to the output due to
high correlation.

2.3 Neural network implementation

The basic architecture of GNN is the same compared to
standard neural networks. The GNN network is struc-
tured as:
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The algorithm used to train the network is also
based on the standard backpropagation concept.
Training refers here to the incremental adaptation of
fuzzy sets to minimize resulting error.

3 GNN in spatial data

Fuzzy theory Zadeh [20] has been used for satellite
classification. One way that neural networks and
fuzzy theory have merged is the fuzzy c-means clas-
sification (Atkinson et al. [2]). Normally one node on
the output layer exhibits scientifically higher activa-
tion value than the others where as the rest of the
nodes do not have zero values but some lower values.
This phenomenon has to do with mixed pixels, pixels
containing more than one land use category. The
high value node is used to determine final output
category under a winner takes all rule. On a fuzzy c-
means classification the values on the rest of the
nodes of the output layer is used to compute the
likelihood for membership to each class. In this
method only the output is considered fuzzy and is
used to gain better estimates of land use area

coverage than permitted by spatial resolution, a
process known as non-linear spectral un-mixing (Bo-
rel et al. [5]). On a similar manner Civco [9] considers
output layer node values, ranging from one to zero,
as a measure of certainty, an indication of the degree
that the input vector maps to the output class. The
membership values are used further to construct a
fuzzy land-cover map.

The input of the network can be considered fuzzy
as well. Each land use category is formed by a set
of points, as presented on standard spectral scatter-
plots. (Fig. 1)These information granules are well
suited to be represented by fuzzy sets. The classifi-
cation problem stated in those terms provides a
mechanism to incorporate diverse contextual infor-
mation, especially linguistic, as extra dimensions of
the problem space. A lot of information that can be
exploited in classification comes as maps with lin-
guistic terms, such as soil maps or suitability maps,
that is methodologically difficult to include in clas-
sification.

The use of GNNs will also help us gain an insight on
the rules that govern decisions in a neural network.
Because of the highly distributed nature of standard
neural networks those rules are hard to extract. For
those reasons GNNs could be more appropriate to study
spatial data classification. Better understating of the
factors affecting classification accuracy will hopefully
permit the evaluation of several input context informa-
tion.

4 Case study

4.1 The data set

To validate the use of GNNs a study area covering
an orthogonal box of central Greece is selected. The
area is characterized by huge bio-diversity and rough
terrain. It is exactly because of its complexity that
the site was originally selected to study and compare
neural network classification architectures. The image
used as source of spectral information is a four
band IRS satellite image at 26 m resolution. All four
bands were used, three on the visible spectrum and
one infrared. The concept of the original study was
to increase data dimensionality in order to better
differentiate between land cover in a higher dimen-
sional solution space. It was hoped that classes that
are not easy to separate using exclusively spectral
information could be separated using non-spectral
dimensions. Hence three more information layers
were created and used, namely slope, aspect and
elevation. As a source to create those layers the
contour lines of a 1:50.000 scale topographic map
were used. Those are then converted using automatic
GIS techniques to the three separate layers men-
tioned above (Image 1).

Input
layer Number of nodes = number of 

linguistic terms represented  
usinga granulation model, 
here fuzzy sets.

Hidden
layer

Number of nodes = number of 
fuzzy rules. Pruning results in  
less complex network 

Output
layer

Number of nodes = number of 
output land use categories 

Fig. 1 Standard scatter-plot. Land use categories form information
granules
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At the same time an adequate number of points on
the ground were visited and their coordinates recorded
using Differential Global Positioning System (DGPS)
method. For each of those points a questioner-like form
is filled out on the ground. The form is used to collect
information on the type of land cover, secondary land
cover present, interesting findings and other useful
information. Thus a dataset of 266 points is created
containing the following categories that are used as
target of the classification (Table 1):

The data collected on the ground and the corre-
sponding data on the digital database (satellite image
plus slope, aspect and elevation) were then combined to
form the data set used for both training and testing the
neural network. To assure conformity input and output
codification is applied. All values, input and output, are
converted to the range [0, 1]. The conversion of spectral
digital values to the unity range is quite straightforward.
Input range for all dimensions has zero as the lower
bound whereas the upper bound is 256 for spectral
dimensions and 100%, 360�, 1450 m for slope, aspect
and elevation accordingly (Table 2).

Each targeted land cover is arbitrarily binary coded
(i.e., 1 0 0 0 0 0 represents urban dense and so on). For
the reader to gain a better insight of the process we
attach an extract of the actual file used for both training

and testing. First four columns represent the four spec-
tral bands followed by slope, aspect and elevation. The
final six columns represent the codified output vector
(Table 3).

Table 1 Land cover used as target and the contribution of each
category to sample population

Land cover Points

Urban dense 56
Urban sparse 32
Forest 29
Agricultural land 64
Soil – rocks 50
Water 35

Sum 266

Table 2 Codification and normalization of input vector

Information
dimension

Original data Normalized

Min Max Min Max

Band 1 IRS (red) 0 256 0 1
Band 2 IRS (green) 0 256 0 1
Band 3 IRS (blue) 0 256 0 1
Band 4 IRS (infrared) 0 256 0 1
Slope 0 100% 0 1
Aspect 0 360o 0 1
Elevation 0 1450 m 0 1

Table 3 First few lines of the actual file used to train and test the
network

0.11 0.04 0.04 0.34 0.01 0.01 0.07 0 0 0 1 0 0
0.04 0.11 0.07 0.45 0.01 0.00 0.21 0 0 0 1 0 0
0.01 0.07 0.10 0.07 0.04 0.05 0.34 0 0 0 0 1 0
0.14 0.13 0.04 0.56 0.01 0.00 0.03 0 0 0 1 0 0
0.10 0.19 0.03 0.11 0.03 0.00 0.24 0 0 0 0 1 0
0.07 0.01 0.03 0.39 0.02 0.00 0.11 0 0 0 1 0 0

Image 1 Satellite image used. Shaded digital elevation model created
to increase dimensionality of input

Fig. 2 Conceptual view of the GNN classification problem Fig. 3 Shape selected to describe fuzzy set

Table 4 Accuracy matrix showing results. Half of totally available
data were used for evaluation (134 cases)

UD US F A S W Row
total

Urban dense, UD 21 ? ? ? ? 0 ?
Urban sparse, US ? 13 ? ? ? 0 ?
Forest, F ? ? 10 ? ? 0 ?
Agricultural, A ? ? ? 26 ? 0 ?
Soil, S ? ? ? ? 21 0 ?
Water, W ? ? ? ? ? 18 ?
Column total 28 16 15 32 25 18 80%
Producers accuracy 75% 81% 67% 81% 84% 100%
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4.2 The method

Having described the dataset we can now move on to the
method used to classify. The granular neural network
architecture (Bortolan [6]) approach is adopted. The
method is based on the selection of fuzzy sets that will
represent that data. For each input dimension three
fuzzy sets are used to describe low, medium and high
values. In any case one could use intermediate values
and have five or more sets for each dimension. We did
not test at this point different configurations.

Another choice that has to be made is the selection of
fuzzy sets shape. (Fig. 3) For the purpose of this work it
is believed that bell shaped sets should be able to more

closely much the distribution of natural phenomena
such as land cover. In addition the extra computational
cost imposed by the slightly more complicated mathe-
matical form describing the bell shaped sets is negligible
on a standard home computer. Triangular sets were also
evaluated bearing similar results.

Neural network configuration is a standard back-
propagation network as implemented in NEFCLASS
software (Nauck [19]) Fig. 4. The topology of the net-
work is 7:11:6. In other words it has one input layer with
7 nodes corresponding to the 7 input parameters, one
hidden layer having 11 nodes represented the 11 rules
that are structured and an output layer having 6 nodes
matching an equal number of land use categories. Half

Table 5 Initial set of 11 rules
that results to 80% overall
accuracy

if IRS Red Band is medium if IRS Red Band is large

and IRS Green Band is small and IRS Green Band is small

and IRS Blue Band is small and IRS Blue Band is small

and IRS IR Band is medium and IRS IR Band is small

and Slope is small and Slope is small

and Aspect is small and Aspect is small

and Elevation is small and Elevation is small

then Urban Dense then Urban Dense

if IRS Red Band is small if IRS Red Band is small

and IRS Green Band is large and IRS Green Band is medium

and IRS Blue Band is small and IRS Blue Band is small

and IRS IR Band is medium and IRS IR Band is small

and Slope is small and Slope is small

and Aspect is small and Aspect is small

and Elevation is small and Elevation is small

then Urban Sparse then Urban Sparse

if IRS Red Band is small if IRS Red Band is small

and IRS Green Band is small and IRS Green Band is large

and IRS Blue Band is medium and IRS Blue Band is small

and IRS IR Band is small and IRS IR Band is small

and Slope is small and Slope is small

and Aspect is small and Aspect is small

and Elevation is small and Elevation is small

then Forest then Forest

if IRS Red Band is small if IRS Red Band is small

and IRS Green Band is large and IRS Green Band is small

and IRS Blue Band is small and IRS Blue Band is large

and IRS IR Band is large and IRS IR Band is large

and Slope is small and Slope is small

and Aspect is small and Aspect is small

and Elevation is small and Elevation is small

then Agricultural then Agricultural

if IRS Red Band is small if IRS Red Band is small

and IRS Green Band is large and IRS Green Band is small

and IRS Blue Band is small and IRS Blue Band is medium

and IRS IR Band is small and IRS IR Band is small

and Slope is small and Slope is small

and Aspect is large and Aspect is small

and Elevation is small and Elevation is small

then Soil/sparse vegetation then Water

if IRS Red Band is small

and IRS Green Band is small

and IRS Blue Band is small

and IRS IR Band is small

and Slope is small

and Aspect is small

and Elevation is small

then Water
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of the available data is used for training and half of it is
kept for independent validation. The selection of the
particular instances that are used for training and testing
is kept random. Subsequent runs using different groups
of training and testing sets revealed that the effect of this
partitioning is negligible.

5 Results

The results of the classification procedure are shown in
the following table in the form of an accuracy matrix
(Congalton [10]). It is evident that the overall accuracy is
quite high bearing in mind that this is one of most dif-
ficult to classify parts of Greece.

One finding, evident in the accuracy matrix is that
misclassified instances are not committed to other cate-
gories (Table 4). This is because in that cases output
activation is very low (less than 0.01). Hence, it is not
possible to populate the accuracy matrix with off-diag-
onal information. The per class correctly classified val-
ues are shown because although we don’t know as what
they have misclassified, we know the total number of
errors per class. The inability to complete the accuracy
matrix force us to stop the accuracy assessment process
here although we would be very pleased to take the
matter further and construct derivatives of this matrix
that permit statistically valid error matrix comparisons
the deviation to random taken into account Congalton
[10]. Examining producer’s accuracy we see that first five
classes have comparable results. The percentage of
Forest is slightly less that the rest but we see that it is
represented by the less overall points on the matrix (only

15) and it is well known that small population statistics
can be tricky. As we have already mentioned we have no
information on omission and commition errors and for
this reason we cannot calculate user’s accuracy. The very
high percentage 100% of category "water" is easy to
explain. Water is in general very easy category to classify
since it is very different in spectral reflectance terms than
any other category. In other words the high percentage

Table 6 Purged set of rules.
Only seven rules result to the
same level of accuracy

if IRS Red Band is large if IRS Red Band is small

and IRS Green Band is small and IRS Green Band is large

and IRS IR Band is small and IRS IR Band is small

and Aspect is small and Aspect is small

and Elevation is small and Elevation is small

then Urban Dense then Urban Sparse

if IRS Red Band is small if IRS Red Band is small

and IRS Green Band is small and IRS Green Band is small

and IRS IR Band is large and IRS IR Band is large

and Aspect is small and Aspect is small

and Elevation is small and Elevation is large

then Forest then Agricultural

if IRS Red Band is small if IRS Red Band is medium

and IRS Green Band is small and IRS Green Band is medium

and IRS IR Band is small and IRS IR Band is small

and Aspect is large and Aspect is small

and Elevation is small and Elevation is small

then Soil/sparse vegetation then Urban Sparse

if IRS Red Band is small

and IRS Green Band is small

and IRS IR Band is small

and Aspect is small

and Elevation is small

then water

Fig. 4 The topology of the neural network used (not all connections
are shown here and hidden layers consists of the pruned rule-base)
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of water is not an indication of classification method
quality. One very useful aspect of the GNN approach is
that the rules are contained in the output. Initially the
output set is composed of eleven rules (Table 5).

The initial set of rules can be further compressed.
Rules are removed on the basis of their contribution to
overall accuracy. In this case 4 rules are removed with
zero decrease in output accuracy. This procedure of
compressing rules is very important because it reveals
important information about classification factors. A
review of the table with the purged set of rules shows the
logic governing classification procedure (Table 6).

6 Conclusions

The same dataset has been used in previous studies to
examine several NN topologies and parameters. Results
shown herein are superior in comparison with those of
previous studies using the same data set but solely NN
techniques. It is believed that one explanatory factor is
that linguistic terms are better suited to describe input
values. It has been stated that neural networks are
characterized by chaotic behavior (Kanelopoulos et al.
[13]). In other words, slight change in input results to
huge change in output. For this reason the increased
complexity of nature is better to be somehow covered. If
one simply normalizes input dimensions and presents
them to the neural network then a large variety of
numerical values are feed into the system with unpre-
dictable chaotic effect. A further reason that the com-
plexity should be covered up is that exact values are
information up to a point and noise passed that. It is
difficult to justify that five degrees difference in aspect
can be a factor affecting dominant land cover. One the
other hand north-west (NW) orientation for example is
definitely a factor affecting land cover. There are obvi-
ous explanations too in that sufficiently abstract level.
NW is the prevailing wind direction in the study area
(Aegean Sea of Greece). Due to local phenomena wind
force of 7–9 Beaufort is typical. Hence windward areas
tend to exhibit less vegetation, cities are not built there
and so are ports.

A second conclusion is that linguistic terms are far
easier to explain. A rule-base is a secondary outcome of
the classification procedure. Rules are of very straight-
forward form and this makes the explanation of classi-
fication easy. Rules composed of linguistic terms make
the logic behind the sentence instantly evident. Under-
standing the process is very important to refine the
process and improve the results.

A third conclusion is that training time is negligible.
Medium sized neural networks have been trained in
minutes not hours on a dedicated SUN workstation
where as GNNs are now trained literally instantly on a
typical commercial PC. Fuzzy encoding largely reduces
the complexity of input data hence processing is rapid.
Rule-base pruning further speeds up the process.

One significant aspect of this work is that we try to
utilize the theory of fuzzy sets in the actual process of
classification and not only use it to explain the outcome
of a neural network. This provides us with a very pow-
erful alternative approach. The concept of fuzzy sets is
an excellent mechanism to model input vectors allowing
information granulation. Granules, instead of actual
spectral reflectance and contextual values, are presented
and processed by the network. Nodes and weights on
hidden layers are not considered a black box any more.
The reasoning they contain is revealed as well defined
semantics expressed in the form of a rule-base. The
rational behind the process is expressed to us by those
rules. We are also able to use linguistic terms to convey
prior knowledge instead of having to use arbitrary
chosen numeric thresholds. Granular neural networks
are suited to model the inherent uncertainty of geo-
graphical phenomena.

An interesting extension to present work is the
examination of other non-spectral information that can
be used for land use classification. More specifically the
architecture presented here can be used together with
high-resolution sub-meter satellite images and very
accurate topographic information recently available by
laser scanning technology (LIDAR) as an effort to better
differentiate urban land uses.
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